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WISH LIST FOR NEW SAMPLE 2

1.Production scheme included in the official DUNE LArSoft 
‣use as much as possible same design-logic as in beam-setup  

2.Flux implementation is flexible; generation such that 
‣  sample usable out of the box, w/ default parameters for physics studies,  but also to allow 
‣  easy reweighting to facilitate parameter changes 

3.Normalization to a desired kt-year is possible 
4.Contains 3 flavors 
5.Un-oscillated 
‣ Easy: don’t oscillate
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Guiding principles for the choices made 

• All NUGEN changes: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/pgranger/nugen  

‣ Use available LArSoft machinery: in NUGEN ‣ Easy configuration: w/ FCL

•Flavors 

•flux type 

•energy ranges 

•spectral index

•Next step (after OK from HE-WG):  ask to merge this into a nugen/LarSoft release
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‣ In addition: mismatch between DUNE geometry and atm-fluxes coord. syst 
‣ The new production scheme is using a correction which exists already in LArSoft:   
‣ a rotation is applied to the geom. before passing it to GENIE, to fix the mismatch
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‣ Step 1: events are generated isotropic, according to a power-low in energy 

‣ power-low function: (alpha is the spectral index) 

‣ spectral index:   
‣ default value=1.8 
‣ stored in MCTruth.GeneratorInfo()
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‣ Step 2: events are weighted according to a specific flux  
‣ default flux: Honda (max/min) 

‣ Honda flux is binned 
‣ an interpolation has to be used to generate event weights (Whonda) 
‣ implemented: IceCube ”Integral preserving” interpolation (arXiv:1803.05390)  

‣ # bins used: 1000 (E) x 200 (cos theta) ——— oversampling of 10 
‣ files location: /dune/app/users/pgranger/atmospherics/test power spectrum/fluxes/ 

‣ honda_2d_homestake_2015_{nue, nuebar, numu, numubar}.root  
‣ solar maximum fluxes 

‣ this finely-binned flux is linearly interpolated  
during event generation

•Next step (after OK from HE-WG):  these flux files to be put in cvmfs-dune storage
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‣ Genie:  
‣ 1) Defines a generation area:  

‣ a circle of Rt  
‣ at a distance Rd from the detector center 

‣ 2) Generates a neutrino according to flux driver (GPowerSpectrumAtmFlux):  
‣ power spectrum  

‣ 3) Weights the event w/ the provided flux: Whonda 
‣ 4) Keeps or discards the event according to path-length & x-sec for that neutrino 
‣ 5) Computes the partial genie weight, used later/analysis_level, for final normalization 

‣ Wgenie partial weight stored in GenieEventRecord.Weight 
‣

Applied in GENIEHelper 
‣ Pscale : GENIE interaction prob. scale 

Applied in GPowerSpectrumAtmoFlux 

‣ IE: energy phase space factor 
‣ I𝜃 : angular phase space factor 

‣ Agen: area of gen surface 

‣ E𝛎X : reciprocal of the gen spectrum

Wgenie = Whonda · IE · I✓ ·Agen · EX
⌫ ·Pscale

<latexit sha1_base64="jiF2PjPdZrWezdm1ej/QoXV8jwE=">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</latexit>
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Wgenie: stored in GenieEventRecord.Weight 

Stored for each subRun in sumdata::POTSummary 

‣ Ntot: total number of simualted neutrinos 
‣ N𝛎 : number of generated neutrino flavors 
‣ same setup as in beam-ana

PEarth(E, cos 𝜃)  

‣ transmission prob. through Earth 
‣ earth density profile model dependent see [here] 

Wtotal = Wgenie ·
N⌫

NTot
· PEarth(E, cos ✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UxjwsnzO87E1O8LcXjOIKGv6EAs=">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</latexit>

https://www.epj-conferences.org/articles/epjconf/pdf/2016/11/epjconf-VLVnT2015_08001.pdf
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‣ Separate different oscillation channels into different files 

‣ generate 𝛎𝛼 with 𝛎β flux with 𝛎, β ∈ {electron,𝞵, 𝛕}  
‣ total output files: 12
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RAW distrib. (power-law) 
WEIGHTED distrib. = RAW * Wgenie

‣ Note: no Pandora reco in these figures, just Genie generation 
‣ test samples (generated 𝛎e with 𝛎e  flux): /pnfs/dune/scratch/users/pgranger/test_sample/genie/ 

ENERGIE 
distribution

ANGULAR 
distribution

𝛎e 𝛎e
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‣ Note: no Pandora reco in these figures, just Genie generation

Events / 10kt-yearENERGIE 
distribution

Normalized distrib =  
RAW * Wtotal * year/target_exposure/ mass

year = 31536000 (seconds) 
mass = 10 kton 
target_exposure = 10 kt*year 
in Wtotal : PEarth=1 (for simplicity here)

𝛎e 𝛎e

RAW distrib. (power-law) 
WEIGHTED distrib. = RAW * Wgenie
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‣ Contains 3 flavors  ✅ 

‣ Normalization to a desired kt-year is possible✅ 
‣ Flux implementation is flexible ✅ 

‣ Production scheme included in the official DUNE LArSoft ☑ 
‣ scheme is using existing infrastructure, and keeps in sync w/ the beam analysis setups 
‣  pending ok from HE WG:  ready to proceed w/ contacting reco/sim conveners to start PRs.


